
Massivholztisch Tablo Zeeland Eiche natur 240x100

CHF 1'248.72 % CHF 1'419.00 (12 % gespart)

Lieferzeit 2-3 Wochen

Artikel-Nr.: 373996-Z-70105
Hersteller: mutoni living

Produkbeschreibung
XL table top FSC oak
With robust Zeeland leg
Part of the WOOOD Tablo series
H 77 cm x W 240 x D 100 cm

Create your ideal dining area with the elements from the Tablo series by Dutch interior design brand mutoni living. Tablo
has many combination possibilities and various sizes available to furnish your dining area exactly as you like it. For
example, choose this generous extra-large table top with the robust Zeeland leg for a solid, sturdy look. Material Oak is
characterised by its light brown hue with a soft yellow glow and clearly visible grain. The oak in our collections is always
100% FSC-certified. Untreated oak can change its appearance under the influence of light and heat. The extent to which
this happens depends on the room in which the furniture is placed. Deviations of the furniture compared to the model in the
showroom are therefore self-evident. The metal in our collections has various finishes, such as: powder-coated and
brass/antique brass. A powder coating provides a luxurious matt look and protects the metal for life. A powder coating is a
lacquer that is attached to the metal using high temperatures. Dimensions - Height: 77 cm - Width: 240 cm - Depth: 100 cm
- Weight capacity: 150 kg Maintenance An untreated piece of furniture requires a thorough finish to prevent distortion. This
means that the furniture requires treatment on every side, including the underside. Treated oak is very easy to maintain.
Keep the furniture dust-free regularly with a clean, dry cloth. Always apply basic wood protection, such as using a trivet
under a drinking glass or hot pan. All our metals in the collection have been thoroughly treated and therefore do not require
re-treatment. Should the metal be damaged, consult a specialist paint shop. Treated metal is easy to keep clean with a
slightly damp cloth and a mild detergent, drying the surface afterwards ensures a streak-free result. Delivery The Combi-
Tablo is delivered in three packages. The table leg is assembled using the supplied assembly instruction. To protect hard
floors, place felt glides on the underside of the leg.

Farbgruppe: Natur

Material: Eichenholz

Materialart: Massivholz

Verkaufseinheit: Stück

Breite: 240 cm



Tiefe: 100 cm

Höhe: 77 cm

Farbe: Natur

Serie: Tablo

Lieferzustand: Montage erforderlich

Holzherkunft: Polen


